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Preface

In a 1918 monograph, Edmund Landau refers to the theory of alge-

braic numbers as the prettiest part (“schönster Teil”) of all of num-

ber theory.1 This is an astonishing remark, coming as it does from a

mathematician remembered primarily for his groundbreaking contri-

butions to analytic number theory. This book is intended for those

looking to quickly acquire a working knowledge of the subject for

which Landau held so much admiration.

As far as prerequisites, it is assumed that the reader is familiar

with linear algebra, commutative ring theory, Galois theory, and a lit-

tle abelian group theory. (Most of the needed algebra can be found,

for instance, in Chapters 1–12 and 14 of Hungerford’s very readable

Abstract Algebra: An Introduction, 3rd ed.) The theory of free abelian

groups of finite rank is developed as needed. Acquaintance with el-

ementary number theory up to and including the law of quadratic

reciprocity is also expected. Many senior level math majors and be-

ginning graduate students will meet these requirements, and I believe

they will find the text quite approachable.

One special feature of this book is that the entire theory is de-

veloped first in the simple setting of quadratic fields; this includes

full proofs of the three standard “core” theorems (the fundamental

1See the Vorwort in: Landau, E. Einführung in die Elementare und Analytische Theorie
der Algebraischen Zahlen und der Ideale. B. G. Teubner, Leipzig and Berlin, 1964.

vii



viii Preface

theorem of ideal theory, the finiteness of the class group, and the

unit theorem). All of this is done in the first third of the book. In

Chapter 13, we wipe the slate clean and start over with number fields

of arbitrary degree. At that point, the reader already knows (much

of) what they should be trying to prove and is amply motivated to

continue.

Our leisurely pace makes it possible to consider a number of

topics rarely treated in introductory texts. For instance, we discuss

at length the elasticity of number rings, which is a precise way of

measuring the failure of unique factorization. We devote a chap-

ter to the criterion of Frobenius–Rabinowitsch, connecting prime

values of special quadratic polynomials with unique factorization in

imaginary quadratic number rings. In a series of exercises, we out-

line a proof that the equation X3 + DY 3 = 1 (with D not a cube)

always has at most one integer solution with XY �= 0 (a weak ver-

sion of the Delone–Nagell theorem). And in the final chapter, we

describe some amazing connections — rooted in Dirichlet’s class

number formula — between the distribution of quadratic residues

and nonresidues modulo an odd prime q and the arithmetic of the

field Q(
√
(−1)(q−1)/2q).

This book grew out of my notes for a one-semester graduate

course on algebraic number theory at the University of Georgia (UGA).

(The final product ended up covering both a bit more and a bit less.)

I have taken pains to preserve the conversational tone of the original

lectures. As such, the book should be well-suited for self-study. But

there is certainly more than enough here for a semester-long course

at the senior undergraduate level. The book could also be used for

an introductory graduate course, but advanced topics typically found

in such a course (such as connections with commutative algebra, the

theory of relative extensions of number fields, inertia and decompo-

sition groups, and local theory) would have to be brought in from

another source. I hope this is not seen as a serious impediment;



Preface ix

anyone planning to continue on in number theory should learn to

consult multiple references as a matter of course.
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